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Not all superheroes wear capes... some wear khaki! And the aim of

this gallery is to focus on some of those superheroes who are doing

incredible work in the field of conservation but who don't always
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get the recognition they deserve.

   Whether out in the field, caring for orphaned animals, educating

communities, conducting important research or recording the

facts on film, all of these conservationists have one thing in

common - a passion for protecting our environment and the wild

beings that call it home.

   

Unfortunately we couldn't name every unsung hero out there - as

there are thousands of people on this fine continent who are

working amazingly hard every day in the name of conservation -

but we hope that this very small selection inspires you nonetheless

and pays homage to a few selfless individuals who may have

slipped under the radar.

   

Navigation: Click on the 'Next’ or ‘Back’ buttons above

each image to see the gallery.

   

Head to the last page of this gallery to learn more about Lori

Robinson, who pulled out all the stops to put together this gallery

and draw attention to some of these deserving faces.
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Lori Robinson embraces the great outdoors

A look at who was behind this week's gallery

Lori Robinson holds degrees in environmental studies, biology and

psychology. She writes about conservation issues for various

magazines and blogs, including her own website, and is a fellow of
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the International League of Conservation Writers.

   Lori is the author of the upcoming book, Wild Lives, which is to

be published in April 2017, as well as Saving Wild: Inspiration

From 50 Leading Conservationists, which you can have a sneak

peek of here.

   She lives alongside deers, coyotes, rabbits, and bears in a small,

old adobe home in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

     

https://www.amazon.com/Saving-Wild-Inspiration-Leading-Conservationists/dp/0996548645/156-0722202-9775854?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0996548645&linkCode=xm2&redirect=true&tag=afriinsi-20
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Maria Diekmann gets some well deserved pangolin kisses ©Daniel Haesslich

Maria Diekmann - Founder of the Rare and Endangered

Species Trust (REST), Namibia

Maria is a passionate conservationist and researcher. She was the

child saving worms from the school sidewalks on rainy days, and
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as an adult she founded and now runs the Rare & Endangered

Species Trust (REST), which aims to support rare species that have

not always generated a lot of attention from researchers, donors

and the public at large.

   Vultures and pangolins are in serious crisis at the moment and

Maria has worked with both species for the past 16 years. She

believes that research plays an important supporting role in

conservation work, and REST was the first organisation in

Southern Africa to fit a vulture with satellite telemetry. This data

has become vital in recent years with regards to the decline in

vulture populations as a result of poachers poisoning these

scavengers in order to keep their own activities concealed.

   Meanwhile pangolins have been declared the most illegally

trafficked animal in the world. Maria is now raising her second

orphaned African pangolin pup and she says it is by far the hardest

animal species to raise, as they generally must forage for their own

food but are extremely shy and difficult to follow. Maria is

constantly having to learn and adjust her methods, as only one

other person in the world has successfully managed to accomplish

this task so there isn't much information available.

   However, as difficult a task as caring for a pangolin may be, one

of the major difficulties faced by REST is finding a permanent

base.  It is often quite tough to attract funding for these less

publicised species, and REST is still a very small organisation. At

the moment, the team is desperately trying to raise funds so that

they can finally buy their own property for a permanent centre in

which to care for the animals. "It has been hard to stay positive,"

says Maria about losing the centre after a land dispute. However,

she's adamant that she won't give up, and her determination is

reinforced every time she looks into the eyes of her latest baby

http://www.restafrica.org/
http://www.restafrica.org/


pangolin and knows she is the only one in Namibia with the

experience to raise her.

     

To find out more about Maria and a little pangolin who's making a

big difference, read: The Luckiest Pangolin Alive
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A crime scene of a recently poached white rhino ©Susan Scott

Africa's unnamed heroes

And before we turn the final page of this week's gallery, we'd like to

take a moment to pay tribute to all the people who are fighting the

good fight but cannot be named. The vets, the pilots, the dog
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handlers, the rangers, the environmental inspectors, the

investigators and the forensic teams - to name but a few - who risk

their lives every day in the line of duty and who need to go

unnamed for their own safety and that of their families.

   These people need to stay out of the public eye so that they can

continue to protect our wildlife, and they do so knowing that they

will probably never get the acclaim they deserve for their efforts.

However, more important than fame or fortune, they will receive

the ultimate reward of knowing that they played their part in

making this world a better place.

   

So let us take a moment to honour the unnamed heroes who are

out there, fighting every day, in the name of conservation. In the

name of Africa.
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Peter Esogon with Jacob Anumpia and the world's last northern white rhinos ©James

Suter/Black Bean Productions and United for Wildlife

Peter Esogon - Rhino caregiver at Ol Pejeta Conservancy,

Kenya

Peter works at Ol Pejeta Conservancy in Kenya as a caregiver to the
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last three remaining northern white rhinos on Earth - Sudan,

Najin and Fatu. His job is difficult, as he not only works with the

anti-poaching team to monitor possible threats throughout the day

and night, but he also sees it as his duty to ensure that the rhinos

always have everything that they need.

   Peter was working at Ol Pejeta when Sudan, Najin and Fatu first

arrived from a zoo in the Czech Republic as part of a project called

‘Last Chance to Survive’. He has been with them ever since their

arrival at their new home in Kenya and they instantly relax when

he's around them. He scratches Sudan and knows just what he

needs and when, and he explains that he treats him and the other

rhinos like his own children. It takes this kind of dedication to help

three captive bred rhinos settle into a new environment after a

long journey from the Czech Republic.

   The aim of this relocation project was that these rhino would be

more likely to breed in an environment like Ol Pejeta Conservancy

than in a zoo, but this has sadly not turned out to be the case.

However, there are now plans in place to use IVF technology in

order to try to save the northern white rhino from extinction, and

Peter plays a huge role in this development and is incredibly

hopeful as to the outcome.

   He also had a real soft spot for baby Ringo, a rescued southern

white rhino calf who passed away recently. While he was alive,

Peter did whatever he could to ensure that Ringo was learning

everything that a young rhino without a mother needs to learn -

from defending himself to taking mud baths! Ringo passed away

on the night of 19th July 2016 after being unwell for two weeks,

and his caregivers were by side to the very last moment.

   Peter is up at all hours of the night when he is on duty -

monitoring the rhinos like a parent. He has formed a bond with



them and, although he faces the heartache of losing them when

they are older, it doesn’t stop him from keeping hope or doing his

job as best he can each and every day.

   

To find out more about the heroes working at Ol Pejeta

Conservancy, read: I am a ranger
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Vusi Mkansi stands proud in his beloved Kruger National Park ©Ross Bennewith

Vusi Mkansi - Field Guide, Kruger National Park, South

Africa
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Vusi Mkansi was born and raised in Justicia village just outside of

South Africa's Kruger National Park, and it was always a dream of

his to work in the park itself.

   Since his dream came true and he started working as a field

guide, his passion for nature has grown exponentially, and he is

thankful that bush walks and game drives connect him with people

from different backgrounds and cultures.

   His favourite aspect to working as a field guide is leading

backpack trails, and he feels that working with a variety of people

on a daily basis helps him to understand himself better and turn

his weaknesses into strengths. He strongly believes that Kruger is

where he belongs.

   And it was in January 2016 that Vusi proved his love for South

Africa's iconic national park by braving towering flames in order to

prevent expensive damage to buildings in Olifants Rest Camp. He

selflessly put his own life in danger to contain the raging fire,

which started in the camp's generator room, before it could spread

to the two diesel tanks and create a huge blast.

   After discovering that using the hosepipe wouldn't work due to

low water pressure, Vusi volunteered to climb on the roof where

the flames were fierce. He removed the grass on the roof with his

bare hands to get to the base of the fire, then used buckets of

water, which were passed up to him, to keep the fire under control.

He took charge of the situation like a true captain, giving

instructions to the rest of the team and, thanks to him, the fire was

eventually extinguished after a full day’s struggle.

   Vusi explained that he didn't think twice about safeguarding the

property of this organisation, which he feels has been good to him

and his family. And he says that he always tries his best to act

however he believes would make his daughter proud.



   Vusi loves spending time with his family and the young people

back in his village. Recently he came up with the idea of the A hi

Khomaneni Project, which means "let's hold each other" and aims

to ensure that young people from disadvantaged families receive a

solid education. This project is still in the early stages of

development but he has high hopes of making it a success.

     

http://africageographic.com/yearbook-2016/
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Baye Pigors with orphaned baboons in Zimbabwe ©Adam Jones

Baye Pigors - Founder of Free to be Wild, Zimbabwe

“What a ride it’s been,” says 24-year-old Baye Pigors about

starting Zimbabwe’s Free To Be Wild - the only rescue,

rehabilitation and release sanctuary for primates in the country.
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   Pigors' love for animals was instilled in her at an early age, as her

family had a menagerie of orphaned wildlife from as far back as

she can remember. Then in 2013 Pigors started to care for a

baboon for the first time. Baboons are considered by many to be

pests, and babies are often left orphaned by farmers who kill the

mothers in retaliation for crop raiding. She named the six-week-

old orphan Umfazi, which means 'female' in the local language of

isiNdebele, and she made a promise to her baboon baby to find it a

place that would provide rehabilitation followed by release into the

wild. However, in her search efforts, Pigors realised there was no

such place, so her mission to start Free to be Wild began in

earnest.

   Armed with a passion, a promise to Umfazi, and funds from

selling her car, Pigors started Free to Be Wild in 2014. Now she

trains and oversees two members of staff in the feeding, cleaning,

nursing and play stimulation of primate orphans in an effort to

provide as natural an environment as possible in order to release

them back into the wild when ready.

   Although specialising in primates, Free To Be Wild, in

collaboration with Zimbabwe's Department of National Parks and

Wildlife, has also rescued and released bushbabies, raptors,

genets, hedgehogs, warthogs and small antelopes.

   Pigors says: “Almost every person with whom I crossed paths

told me that this would not be possible. However, against the odds

I am where I am today, and I will continue to keep my promise to

Umfazi and any other animal that comes into our care.”
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Dr. Alemayehu Wassie poses for a photo in one of his beloved church forests

Dr. Alemayehu Wassie - Forest Ecologist, Ethiopia

Alemayehu Wassie works in northern Ethiopia where most of the

area's forests now cover less than 5% of the territory that they did

in the early 20th century.
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   The remaining forests are green island sanctuaries, which

surround 3,500 orthodox churches. Ranging in size from five acres

to more than 1,000 acres, these church woodlands are the last

remnants of the dry afromontane forest of the area. They serve as

stepping stones to restore the surrounding degraded landscape,

and are the last refuge for both native plants and wildlife. Thanks

to Wassie, these sacred places are now recognised for their value

as conservation sites worth studying and protecting.

   Facing cultural and religious challenges – the forests are believed

to belong to the church and are said to be too small to worry about

conserving – Wassie is the first person to do a large scale study of

the church forests. His research has shown that the remaining

forests are threatened by both natural and manmade influences -

including free-roaming livestock grazing that negatively affects

germination and seedling growth.

   Alongside collaborators, like Tree Foundation, Wassie is creating

awareness among the local communities and the 800 priests who

preside over the churches. On the 28 church sites that Wassie

identified as containing high biodiversity, he and his team are

helping the locals to build protective rock walls around the forests.

“We already see the positive effects on the forests when livestock is

excluded,” says Wassie.

   But Wassie is most proud that his efforts are creating a synergy

amongst government officials, church officials and the local

communities to conserve and restore church forests. “The church

forests have received more attention and respect than ever before.

They are native seed banks for the future of that landscape," says

Wassie.

   

To find out more about how churches are the gatekeepers of

Ethiopia's forests, read: Ethiopia's Church Forests

     

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-43/ethiopias-church-forests/
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Thandiwe Mweetwa ©Zambian Carnivore Programme

Thandiwe Mweetwa - Field Researcher at the Zambian

Carnivore Programme, Zambia

Thandiwe tragically lost both parents when she was a teenager, but

not before they had instilled in her that she could achieve anything

she wanted to in life. The seeds of her interest in wildlife and

conservation were then sewn when she had to move 700

kilometres across Zambia to live with her safari guide uncle and

aunt in a rural village bordering the South Luangwa National Park.

It was there that she began attending the Chipembele Wildlife

Education Centre, where she was a star pupil. It was this same

academic excellence and sheer determination that enabled her to

go on to achieve an International Baccalaureate in the UK and a

BSc in Animal Science at the University of British Columbia.

   While at university she began working with the Zambian

Carnivore Programme (ZCP) during her holidays back in South

Luangwa. It was not long until she became a full-time ZCP field

researcher, and she is currently also a graduate student at the

University of Arizona, studying the population dynamics of

Luangwa lions and the impacts of hunting and poaching on this

critical lion stronghold.

At the same time as furthering her own education, Thandiwe is a

mentor to other students from disadvantaged backgrounds. She

works to help Luangwa’s aspiring young conservationists to reach

their potential by directing ZCP’s high school education

programmes. Under her guidance, students design and conduct

their own research in the national park as training for higher

education or employment.

And if that weren't enough, she is also now a Chipembele

Trustee, helping to ensure the next generation of students receive

the education, support and encouragement to which she attributes

her success.

     

http://www.chipembele.org/
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Joseph Letunyoi points out his homegrown tomatoes

Joseph Letunyoi - Founder of the Laikipia Permaculture

Centre, Kenya
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The Maasai are nomadic pastoralists who rely on meat and milk to

survive, and who traditionally have no complex understanding of

agriculture. However, a Maasai tribesman called Joseph Lentunyoi

is changing that.

   Joseph has loved plants since he was a little boy, so he chose to

train in organic farming and complete a Permaculture Design

Course in Australia as an adult. After co-founding the

Permaculture Research Institute of Kenya and spending a year

teaching permaculture around the world, he founded the Laikipia

Permaculture Center in 2012 on a piece of land donated by his

father. In 2013 he then started working with women's groups in

the area and this formed the basis for the start of the joint venture

- the Laikipia Permaculture Project.

   Permaculture practitioners follow nature’s patterns, using

conscious design to mimic the diversity and resilience of natural

ecosystems. The Laikipia Permaculture Project works with a total

of 227 Maasai women - divided in four main groups - in Kenya’s

arid northern region. The area receives very little rain, and

overgrazing and charcoal burning has led to severe land

degradation. As a result, most of the women in the area previously

needed to walk between 10 and 20 kilometres to the nearest

market to buy food, so they were only able to eat a few substantial

meals per week.

  Thanks to Joseph’s training in permaculture techniques, the

women have learnt to grow organic vegetables for their families

and the local community in Laikipia. They are also learning how to

diversify their production to appeal to a broader market.

   The ultimate goal is for each group of women to become

established as their own small enterprise, producing honey for the

East African markets, and working in partnership with a well

http://pri-kenya.org/?page_id=227


known natural skincare company in the UK to produce Aloe

Secundiflora, as well as Moringa Oleifeira and lemongrass

(Cymbopogon citratus), which contain excellent oils for use in

organic handmade soaps.

   Thanks to Joseph, permaculture is no longer a new concept in his

home country and there is now a huge demand from people all

over East Africa wanting to learn permaculture techniques.
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Matti Nghikembua stands proudly next to three cheetahs that he helps to protect ©Cheetah

Conservation Fund

Matti Nghikembua - Chief Ecologist at the Cheetah

Conservation Fund, Namibia

Cheetah populations are in decline throughout Africa. Everywhere,
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that is, except in Namibia. With an estimated population of 3,500

of these speedy felines – more than a third of the remaining

cheetah population on the continent - Namibia has earned its

nickname as the “Cheetah Capital of the World”.

   And this Southern African country has come a long way from the

1970s and 1980s, when farmers considered these creatures to be

threats to their livestock and killed hundreds each year. During

this period, the population sunk to an all-time low of around

2,500, and the cheetah's incredible comeback is due, in large part,

to many Namibians, who are committed to finding ways to coexist

with the species. Cheetahs have also continued to thrive thanks to

people like Matti Nghikembua at the Cheetah Conservation Fund

(CCF).

  Matti Nghikembua’s official title is Chief Ecologist. He’s been

with the CCF since 1997, joining as a university intern in natural

resource management before being promoted to research assistant

then education officer, and now ecologist. It's often the case that

wildlife conservation organisations operate on small budgets,

which means that finding qualified staff can be a challenge and

many team members have to be adept at assuming multiple roles

and responsibilities. And in an environment where multi-tasking

is necessary, Matti is most certainly an MVHR – a most valuable

human resource.

   Matti speaks four languages - English, Oshivambo, Herero and

Afrikaans. In his official capacity he coordinates CCF’s ecology

department and is CCF’s forest steward. For more than 15 years,

he has trained university-level interns from Namibia and abroad

in ecological research and human-wildlife conflict resolutions. At

the same time, he contributes to research projects at CCF as a staff

scientist. His graduate studies, in cooperation with CCF’s habitat

http://cheetah.org/


restoration project, CCF Bush, will earn him a PhD in forestry

management from a Finnish university for which his topic is

Namibia’s bush encroachment problem.

   “Matti is a bright light, a committed and diligent conservationist,

a talented teacher and a staunch ally in the fight to save the

cheetah and now, the Namibian landscape,” enthuses Dr. Laurie

Marker, CCF’s founder and executive director. “Matti sees the

bigger picture, so no matter what Matti is called upon to do, he

does so with great passion. I consider him a true friend.”
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Marnus Roodbol attaches a light in Botswana

Marnus Roodbol - Founder of Walking for Lions,

Botswana

Marnus Roodbol is a man with a heart that beats for lions; a
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person who wishes to ensure that these magnificent big cats stay

where they belong - in the wild. As a result of his passion for this

species, Marnus started a registered non-profit organisation in

2012 called Walking For Lions. This organisation does not interact

with any hand-reared lions as you might be mistaken for thinking,

but the name came into being when Marnus and his small team of

volunteers walked through Namibia and Botswana to raise funds

and create awareness for the wild lion population.

   After his walk he decided to do more for the species by cycling

from Botswana to Tanzania, and it was during this campaign that

he realised that the future for wild lions is in the hands of the local

communities that live alongside them. Human-wildlife conflict is a

very real issue, as the majority of wild lion populations in Africa

can be found outside of protected areas where they face daily

struggles to survive alongside a constantly growing human

population.

   The aim of his organisation is, therefore, to create global

awareness about the plight of lions, as well as to assist local

communities with solutions regarding human-wildlife conflict and

ultimately protect free roaming lions. As Marnus explains: “One

cannot expect communities to live with lions if you do not provide

them with the tools and knowledge to do so... Loving lions is one

thing, but living with them is another, which people need to

understand, acknowledge and support before the last remaining

lions are doomed forever."

   Marnus and his colleague Matthew Bowles are currently working

in the north-eastern section of Botswana where they aim to protect

lions that are walking through corridors next to Hwange National

Park in Zimbabwe, across the border into Botswana and over to

the Okavango Delta. These lions play an important role in several

http://www.walkingforlions.org/


ecosystems as they cross vast distances, which allows for a

stronger genetic flow between the general lion population of

Botswana and Zimbabwe. Between these national parks there are

vast expanses of agricultural farms and wildlife management areas

that are not under the national park protection status. This means

that lions are extremely vulnerable to poisoning, snaring, gunfire

and poaching in these areas where local communities live and

farm livestock to survive.

   Marnus heard about a young child in East Africa, called Richard

Turere, who used lights to ward lions away from his family's

livestock in the kraal (animal enclosure) at night. Marnus changed

the design slightly by using solar powered LED motion detection

light units combined with sirens, which are installed on cattle

posts. These lights are only activated once a lion or another

predator walks within a 10-metre radius of the lights. When this is

the case, they produce a bright spotlight and sound combination

that scares and chases the predators away.

   Most of the funding that Marnus receives is from the general

public and he works on a relatively small budget daily, as his

biggest challenge is finding funding for his project. He returns

once a month to South Africa for several days at a time to raise

funds and spend time with his family before returning to his base

in Botswana.

     



Tlangelani Nkwinika smiles proudly in her uniform ©Helping Rhinos

https://www.helpingrhinos.org/


Tlangelani Nkwinika - Black Mamba, South Africa

The Black Mambas are an all female anti-poaching unit that are

making waves in conservation! Founded in 2013 by Transfrontier

Africa, this unit was initially created to protect the Olifants West

region of the Balule Nature Reserve in South Africa, but they're

having so much success that they have since expanded to cover the

entire Balule area, which forms part of the Greater Kruger

National Park.

   With poaching on the rise, Transfrontier Africa realised that they

needed a new approach to tackle the problem. Women are the

heart and soul of the communities surrounding South Africa's

wildlife areas and, by investing in them, Transfrontier Africa

understood that they were investing in the future of these

communities and the country's natural heritage.

   The United Nations awarded the Mambas the prestigious

Champions of the Earth award in 2015, which is a great sign that

the world is taking notice of what these wonderful women are

achieving in the name of conservation. All of these women are

dedicated and brave, but there is one woman's story that has

particularly stood out in recent times. That is the story of

Tlangelani Nkwinika, a Black Mamba on the Jejane team, who

gave birth in the bush in April this year after a full moon patrol!

    After conducting her routine night patrol, Tlangelani reported at

3am that she was not feeling well, so the security manager

attempted to rush the tough Black Mamba to the hospital, which

was many miles away. However, they punctured a tyre while

driving through the bush, and whilst the security manager worked

on changing it, Tlangelani lay down by the side of the road. The

next thing that the security manager heard was not the sound of



the wild, but the cry of a human baby!

   After mother and son had been checked up in hospital, all the

Black Mambas rejoiced in the fact that a real bush baby had been

born into the Mamba family and the next generation of wildlife

warriors!

     

http://www.jacislodges.co.za/safari/specialized-birding-safari-with-martin-benadie-trevor-hardaker
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Zama Ncube (centre) and his team of rhino monitors ©Kelvin Trautman and Wildlands

Zama Ncube - Head Rhino Monitor, Wildlife ACT, South

Africa

Zama Ncube heads up the dedicated rhino monitoring unit on

Somkhanda Game Reserve - a community owned reserve in
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northern KwaZulu-Natal. Through his work for Wildlife ACT, a

beneficiary of My School My Village My Planet, and Wildlands, he

also drives the Somkhanda Community Conservation Programme

by teaching lessons in the neighbouring primary schools

surrounding the reserve and hosting every local Grade 6 child on a

four-day Wildlife ACTive Kids Bushcamp.

   As Zama has a natural affinity for children and quickly gains

their respect, he manages to pass on his passion for the

environment, conservation, and especially rhinos, while also

inspiring youngsters to consider a career in conservation.

   Zama was originally employed as the Head Black Rhino Monitor

for Phinda Private Game Reserve - the first release site for the

WWF Black Rhino Range Expansion Project (BRREP) in 2004. He

was involved from the beginning, tracking and looking after this

population, before being offered the position at Somkhanda, which

was the first community-owned game reserve to receive black

rhinos. This means that Zama has over 10 years’ experience

tracking rhinos on a daily basis and is probably one of Africa’s

leading rhino trackers as a result. He is often deployed to new

WWF BRREP sites to train new rhino monitors onsite in

techniques.

   Zama’s unique insight into this species recently resulted in him

saving the life of a white rhino bull that had been wounded by

poachers. Zama located this rhino’s tracks and could instantly tell

that the animal had been shot and was on the run. Two days of

round-the-clock tracking eventually paid off and he found the bull,

suffering from a non-fatal gunshot wound in his side. He then

called in a team to treat the wounds and fit a tracking collar to

enable the rhino to be located for follow-up treatments. Thank

goodness for people like Zama!

http://wildlifeact.com/
http://africageo.com/4850
http://wildlands.co.za/
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Laurel Serieys with a caracal ©Urban Caracal Project

Laurel Serieys - Project Coordinator at the Urban

Caracal Project, South Africa

Since she was a child, Laurel Serieys always knew she wanted to be

a researcher. When she was old enough, her passion for science
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and adventure led her to sign up for an urban carnivore study in

Los Angeles where she developed a special interest in how humans

influence wildlife species on the urban fringes - the subject that

ultimately framed her PhD work at UCLA.

   Laurel quickly evolved into an independent and capable scientist,

designing and leading high-impact research. One particular

project explored the effects of urbanisation on bobcats and

mountain lions around Los Angeles. Working in a big city with

charismatic species, Laurel witnessed firsthand the power that

public outreach could have in enabling conservation action. Her

website on urban carnivores facilitated legislative change that

reduced the use of pesticides in urban wildlife areas, and

supported the building of a wildlife corridor to protect animals

from one of the busiest traffic routes in the USA.

   It was then in 2013 at a mountain lion conference that Laurel

met Dr Quinton Martins, the former CEO of The Cape Leopard

Trust, a beneficiary of My School My Village My Planet. She

suggested to him that the geographical layout of Cape Town could

have similar wildlife challenges to Los Angeles, given it was a city

that had grown organically alongside a national park. She asked

him if she could come and take a look. And it was at that moment

that her journey to Cape Town began.

   After a successful recce trip, Laurel forged ahead with her

proposed research plans and arrived in South Africa in September

2014 to begin an innovative study in partnership with The Cape

Leopard Trust and the University of Cape Town on the peninsula’s

caracals. Cape Town offered the perfect opportunity to study this

mammalian carnivore that persists in a relatively small and highly

isolated urban area. Her initial intention was to investigate the

effects of urbanisation on the city’s remaining apex predator by

http://www.urbancarnivores.com/
http://capeleopard.org.za/
http://capeleopard.org.za/
http://africageo.com/4850


comparing behaviours in developed urban zones and non-

developed areas inside the protected national park, but The Urban

Caracal Project has since evolved into so much more than this.

   As a well-respected and established international researcher,

Laurel could have chosen an easier path, but instead made a

commitment to undertake research that had not previously been

attempted here. This meant developing new protocols and

management tools, for which there were no existing resources to

refer. In addition, she had to navigate a new country and its own

unique red tape and culture.

   Laurel is a dedicated professional above all and has made herself

at home in Cape Town, leading an expanding team of field

technicians and supporting SANParks with its workload. The

Urban Caracal Project is a dynamic campaign, which has helped to

raise public awareness of the need to protect green spaces and to

respect urban wildlife. Laurel’s studies are ongoing, and there is

no doubt that her work will have far reaching benefits for the

wildlife and the people that share the city.

     

http://www.urbancaracal.org/
http://www.urbancaracal.org/
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Susan Scott at the recent ivory and rhino horn burn in Nairobi, Kenya ©Gaopie Kabe, STROOP

Susan Scott - Producer of the documentary, STROOP

While on a golf scholarship in America and coping with a severe
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bout of homesickness, Susan Scott caught the premiere of Dereck

and Beverly Joubert’s acclaimed wildlife documentary Eternal

Enemies. It had a profound impact on her - she changed her

degree from medicine to filmmaking and vowed that she would

work for the famous duo one day.

   Almost 15 years later she was in the cutting room of the

renowned filmmakers and went on to edit several films for them,

as well as for other wildlife filmmakers and programmes. Scott

explains that: “The nearly two decades I spent in the editing suite

really honed my storytelling abilities. I worked with some of the

best producers and writers in the genre and learned so much from

all of them. I was incredibly privileged to learn from filmmakers

who are deeply committed to making the planet a better place.

How could that not inspire me to set challenges for myself?!”

   So Scott left the Jouberts to tackle the rhino poaching crisis head-

on. “I was actually filming a story on wild dogs in the Kruger and,

while staying at one of the research camps, I kept seeing the

massive effort underway by researchers, vets, scientists, rangers,

army guys. You name it, everyone was adapting to the unfolding

crisis." And she felt that someone needed to film it!

   Scott stopped her wild dog film and teamed up with wildlife

television presenter Bonné de Bod, who was also moved by the

crisis and wanted to document what was happening. Scott knew

that the rhino film had to remain out of the advertising-centric

clutches of traditional broadcasters, but this was a huge challenge

in itself. She explains: “It’s not that they mean to censor beautifully

crafted films that hit the heart, it’s that their clients are not the

viewers... their clients are the advertising executives. But our film

can’t have that. Our clients are the rhinos.”

   So without the financial backing, Scott had to look at new ways to



make a documentary that was quickly turning into a passion

project. Pouring her own finances into the film to get them started,

her and de Bod then used crowdfunding as a way to pay for the

shoots. Sourcing money for the film, entitled STROOP, is a

constant challenge and even more so when special interest groups

have approached the independent filmmakers offering to put

money in for editorial control. Scott elaborates: “We have to

remain neutral. In Kenya it’s easy... they’re pretty much all against

trade. But in South Africa we have so many people divided on both

sides about trading in rhino horn. We have to explore all options

and present this as fairly as possible to South Africans. The fact

that this film might be seen beyond South Africa and have an

impact internationally is, of course, exciting, but our focus is and

always has been that this is a film for South Africans to understand

what is happening to our rhinos. All we ask is that you devote an

hour and a half to watching this film. That’s it! That’s all we need

for you to understand the crisis and know what steps to take.”

   With the pressure of making sure this documentary is relevant

now and in years to come, Scott has a lot on her plate but she

continues in her endeavours for the sake of the rhino. The film is

due for release later in 2016, so stay tuned!

     

https://www.facebook.com/stroopdiefilm/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApegYlOo7MM
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Mishak Nzimbi with his babies ©The David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust

Mishak Nzimbi - Elephant keeper, The David Sheldrick

Widlife Trust, Kenya
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Better known by his nickname - the elephant whisperer - Mishak

Nzimbi has been a father figure to more than 180 orphaned

elephants for over 26 years at The David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust’s

Elephant Orphanage in Nairobi National Park. His skills and

experience have brought even the most fragile, frightened and

heartbroken elephants out of the depths of grief, and many

orphans can often be found hanging around him in the hope of a

finger or thumb to suck on for comfort. This was no better

demonstrated than when a four-week-old orphaned elephant,

Lesanju, arrived by helicopter in 2006, petrified after her well-

meaning rescuers notched her ear as they do to recognise their

livestock. Sitting next to her for her first five hours, Mishak’s

dedication and patience played a huge role in her recovery.

   His trick? Mishak says: “If you stay with elephants and if you

love them, they will love you in return. They can know your heart

and see your soul. I always welcome them, talk to them and let

them come to me. I never turn them away.”

   Since he started at The David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust, after

leaving his previous job as a night watchman, he quickly became

known for his patience and his "Mishak Magic". But having

rescued more elephants than he can remember, the diplomatic

‘parent’ says he could never choose a favourite, “as he loves them

the same as he does all his children.”

   However, being a parent can bring just as much heartache as joy.

After hand-raising Mailika, a tiny orphaned calf from the Lmenti

Forest, he was a part of her life until she grew into a beautiful

matriarch in Tsavo National Park. In the saddest of circumstances,

he was by her side, watching helplessly, as she died in childbirth at

the age of 11 in 2000.

   As the longest serving keeper at the orphanage, living day and

https://www.sheldrickwildlifetrust.org/
https://www.sheldrickwildlifetrust.org/


night with the orphaned elephants, it’s said that there is nobody

who understands them better. What does he love best about

elephants? He says: “If you look at them and spend time with

them, they are like human beings. I talk to them as if they were my

own children.”

   

Stay at Nairobi Tented Camp - the only camp within Nairobi

National Park - and have the chance to visit the David Sheldrick

Elephant Orphanage in this unique destination.

     

https://www.porini.com/kenya/in-nairobi/hotels/nairobi-tented-camp/
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